A New Method To Identify Physically Stable Concentration of Amorphous Solid Dispersions (I): Case of Flutamide + Kollidon VA64.
In this paper, a novel approach to determine stable concentration in API-polymer systems is presented. As a model, binary amorphous mixtures flutamide (FL) drug with a copolymer Kollidon VA64 (PVP/VA) have been used. It is worthwhile to note that finding an effective method to achieve this goal is a matter of great importance because physical stability of the amorphous pharmaceuticals is the key issue that is investigated worldwide. Due to the fact that molecular dynamics was found to be the crucial factor affecting physical stability of disordered pharmaceuticals, we examined it for both neat FL and its PVP/VA mixtures by means of broadband dielectric spectroscopy (BDS). Thorough investigation of the impact of polymeric additive on the molecular mobility of disordered FL reveals unusual, previously unreported behavior. Namely, simultaneously with the beginning of the recrystallization process, we observe some transformation from unstable supersaturated concentration of investigated mixture to the different, unknown concentration of FL-PVP/VA. Observed, during BDS experiment, transformation enables us to determine the limiting, highly physically stable concentration of FL in PVP/VA polymer (saturated solution), which is equivalent to FL + 41% wt. of PVP/VA. The described high physical stability of this unveiled system has been confirmed by means of long-term XRD measurements. According to our knowledge, this is the first time when such a behavior has been observed by means of BDS.